Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy provides an ideal tool for the determination of the structures of paramagnetic centers in chemical systems. The origin of this structural information is the spin-spin coupling between the magnetic moments of the paramagnetic center and nuclei that lie less than 6 Å away. Unfortunately, these spin-spin couplings are often weak and as such, they are buried by the inhomogeneous broadening of the EPR absorption line-shape. In the McCracken lab, we are applying the advanced EPR methods of Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) and Electron-Nuclear Double Resonance (ENDOR) to determine the structures about paramagnetic centers in metalloenzymes. Our studies are aimed at using the information we gain from these experiments to understand the chemistry that occurs at metal centers and answer questions concerning structure-function relationships that cannot be addressed using other structural tools like NMR or X-ray crystallography in isolation.

The figure shown below details two different applications of ESEEM spectroscopy to characterize the ligation structure of an Fe(II) ion located at the heart of the catalytic site of the enzyme Tyrosine Hydroxylase. This enzyme is present in the central nervous system of mammals and catalyzes the rate-limiting step in the biosynthesis of the catecholamine neurotransmitters, dopamine, epinephrine and norepinephrine. Our gateway into the structure is the EPR spectrum of an (FeNO)²⁻ derivative of the enzyme and is shown in figure (a). This spectrum is about 200 mT wide and provides no features that can be attributed to ligands bound to Fe(II), or substrates and cofactors that may bind to the enzyme in Fe(II)'s second coordination sphere. Figure (b) shows ¹H-ESEEM spectra, obtained at seven different magnetic field positions across the EPR spectrum, that arise from hyperfine coupling between a deuterium atom of 3,5-²H - tyrosine bound to the enzyme and the paramagnetic Fe-NO center. The amplitudes and lineshapes of these spectra can be fit to a spin Hamiltonian model to provide the location of the coupled deuteron with respect to the axis of the Fe-NO bond, and the direction of the C-²H bond associated with the labeled substrate. Figure (d) summarizes these results showing that substrate tyrosine binds so that a coupled deuteron (red ball in figure d) is positioned 4.1 Å from the Fe(II) and that the vector connecting the metal ion with this coupled deuteron makes an angle of 25° with the Fe-NO bond axis. These data represent the first structural information gained on the binding of the amino acid substrate at the catalytic site of this family of enzymes. By repeating these measurements on substrates deuterated at other positions, our crude magnetic structure can be built into an atomic level structure. The second type of experiment is a 2-dimensional ESEEM measurement that has proved useful for viewing the stronger hyperfine couplings that arise from the Fe(II) ligands. The spectrum shown in figure (c) was collected at 260 mT (aqua arrow in figure(a)) and shows off-diagonal cross-peaks, circled in red, that are diagnostic for bound water and/or hydroxide ligands.
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